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Abstract—The biggest challenge for the deployment of Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) close to the generated data on edge
devices is their size, i.e., memory footprint and computational
complexity. Both are significantly reduced with quantization.
With the resulting lower word-length, the energy efficiency of
DNNs increases proportionally. However, lower word-length typ-
ically causes accuracy degradation. To counteract this effect, the
quantized DNN is retrained. Unfortunately, training costs up to
5000× more energy than the inference of the quantized DNN. To
address this issue, we propose a post-training quantization flow
without the need for retraining. For this, we investigated different
quantization options. Furthermore, our analysis systematically
assesses the impact of reduced word-lengths of weights and
activations revealing a clear trend for the choice of word-length.
Both aspects have not been systematically investigated so far. Our
results are independent of the depth of the DNNs and apply to
uniform quantization, allowing fast quantization of a given pre-
trained DNN. We excel state-of-the-art for 6 bit by 2.2% Top-1
accuracy for ImageNet. Without retraining, our quantization to
8 bit surpasses floating-point accuracy.

Index Terms—memory footprint, MSE, residuals, scale com-
putation, channelwise, layerwise, word-length, bit-width

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) excel in classification tasks
and achieve better classification accuracies than other algo-
rithms [1]. Driving factors for the algorithmic performance
of DNNs are their number of layers (depth) and width of
channels, which result in an increasing number of weights and
activations as well as in increasing computational complex-
ity typically expressed as a number of Multiply-Accumulate
operations (MAC). Both, the number of weights and acti-
vations, proportionally drive the cost in terms of memory
and computations. The number of MAC and the related
need for communication to storage largely impact the energy
consumption for classifying data with DNNs [2]. In Table
I the most common memory storage technologies and there
corresponding energy / bit are listed. Most commonly, DDR3
is used as memory technology for weights and input image
storage in low-power neural network accelerators [3].

The memory footprint is proportional to the word-length of
weights and activations. Typically, weights and activations are
represented in 32 bit floating-point during training. Quantiza-
tion is one of the most effective techniques when it comes
to energy reduction [3] as it concurrently reduces the signal
paths to memory and within the processing units. Thereby,
quantization refers to the step of defining a reduced word-
length in bits as well as specifying the unit of least precision.

Equivalently, a scaling factor can be specified assuming a
normalized data range.

TABLE I: Energy for memory accesses

DDR3 LPDDR3 DDR4 SRAM
Reference [4] [5] [6] [7]

Memory near to logic no no no yes
Energy 70 pJ / bit 21 pJ / bit 15 pJ / bit 55 fJ / bit

In the case of embedded devices, private data or low latency
aware data has to be processed on low-power devices, while
maintaining classification accuracy [8]. However, accuracy
may suffer from word-length reduction [9]. To minimize the
impact of quantization, it can be accounted for in training
leading to the so-called Quantization Aware Training (QAT).
QAT means that after quantization during the inference, the
network is trained with floating-point precision during back-
propagation. This is often called retraining or finetuning.
Although many methods for retraining-based quantization
achieve good accuracy results [10]–[12], they cost immense
additional energy and time. Most commonly, training is done
by means of a GPU like RTX 2080 TI, which is using between
140 W to 350 W [15]. We assume for now 150 W. For this, one
training epoch of ResNet-50 on ImageNet in 16 bit floating-
point with an average of 466 frames / s needs 386 kJ / epoch
[16]. Retraining takes between 100 to 200 epochs [10], [11].
This results in 38.6 MJ to 77.2 MJ for QAT on ImageNet
compared to 16 kJ for inference of the complete ImageNet
validation set. Finally QAT takes more time with 71.5 hours
to 143 hours compared to inference of 107 s.

Alternatively, Post-Training Quantization (PTQ) applies
quantization on a parameter set that was trained in a machine
representation. With the lack of additional retraining, this
approach risks significant degradation in accuracy as compared
to the floating-point training parameter set. At the same time,
producing a new quantized parameter set is done with com-
paratively very low effort. Hence, an optimized PTQ should
preserve the accuracy of the training parameter set as much
as possible while being almost 5000× faster and more energy
efficient than the QAT approach.

The process of quantization enforces a scaling of the
precision and number range. Many works explicitly consider
a related scaling factor. However, there has not been any
systematic investigation for the best way of determining this
factor.
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This paper proposes a novel PTQ flow including the fol-
lowing contributions:

• Results and discussion of a systematic evaluation of
quantization options considering the highest achievable
accuracy of a uniformly quantized DNN with reduced
word-length. Our analysis identifies the best combinations
of different quantization options.

• Our investigated quantization options cover the com-
putation methods of scaling factors and the baseline
distributions for scaling factor computation. Proposed
computation methods of scaling factors (AbsMax and
AbsP) provide better results than state-of-the-art metrics
used to determine weight scaling factors and activation
scaling factors. Furthermore, we identified the benefit
of channelwise over layerwise computation of weight
scaling factors regardless of DNN depth and word-length.

• The results of our systematic study indicate that pre-
serving a higher word-length of weights as opposed to
activations provides better accuracy which contradicts
existing hypotheses [17].

• Furthermore, we show that the Mean Square Error (MSE)
of the quantization is an unreliable predictor of achieved
accuracy when used to benchmark different quantization
techniques.

• Finally, our PTQ flow provides an accuracy - energy and
accuracy - memory footprint trade-off and achieves for
selected quantization options higher accuracy than the
respective floating-point baseline.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II a brief
overview of the related work and background is provided. Sec-
tion III introduces the applied methods. Section IV details the
experimental settings. The results are presented in Section V.
The paper concludes with Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

There exist a variety of compression techniques for DNNs to
increase efficiency during inference [18], [19]. Most prominent
are pruning [20] and quantization of weights or activations
[21]. Pruning usually needs retraining of the network to
maintain accuracy, due to its invasive nature. This retraining
needs a significant amount of energy, as earlier discussed.
In this work, we focus on a compression method without
retraining: post-training quantization, PTQ. In general, most
works applying PTQ, adopt a uniform word-length for all
layers, round the quantized values to the nearest, use a default
scaling factor, and apply a uniform quantization pattern. To
counteract the resulting accuracy drop, some works apply an
adaptive quantization pattern, which is a data-driven approach.
Thereby, the set of quantized values follows the distribution
of the original data more closely by adapting the quantization
step accordingly. In one approach, it is modulated as a function
of the weight distribution [22]. Another work relies on the
position of the most significant non-zero digit in a binary
number [23]. Here, the layerwise distribution is used to
identify an adaptive log-two-based quantization pattern while
rounding numbers up.

To improve PTQ accuracy the commonly used round to
nearest can be replaced by an adaptive rounding technique
[24]. It is based on the layerwise statistics of weights and
aims to minimize the MSE between the quantized weights
and the floating-point weights. The scaling factor is predefined
on a layerwise basis by minimizing the MSE of the floating-
point weights and the round to the nearest quantized weights.
Another approach to minimize the MSE is to compute the
expected MSE per layer before it propagates through the net-
work [25]. Unfortunately, this work is limited to quantization
from 32 bit floating-point to 8 bit fixed-point.

Furthermore MSE is used to compute sensitivity metrics
which aim to model the impact of quantization per layer
[26]. In general, it is assumed that the sensitivity per layer
towards disturbances like noise is layer-dependent. Hence,
an ideal mixed-precision word-length should exist for each
DNN. This could be identified by predicting the expected
signal-to-quantization-noise-ratio per layer [27] or by using
an individual word-length per layer, i.e., mixed-precision, to
reduce the expected induced error by quantization for each
layer [28]. An even more granular approach compared to
layerwise quantization is channelwise quantization [29]. Here,
the impact of symmetric and asymmetric quantization patterns
per layer and per channel on accuracy were investigated.

So far, there has not been an investigation of scaling factor
computation methods for PTQ. Nor has there been an in-depth
analysis of the word-length impact of weights or activations
for PTQ other than a brief investigation on CIFAR10 and
MNIST [30]. Since these small datasets provide only limited
challenges to DNNs, an in-depth analysis of the word-length
in this work adopts the ImageNet dataset. Furthermore, we are
the first to systematically investigate scaling factor computa-
tion methods. For this, we apply QAT based methods to PTQ
and add two, so-far not introduced methods in literature, to
compute the scaling factor. Finally, we are the first to show
that MSE is not a useful metric for DNN quantization.

III. METHODOLOGY

In the following, three key aspects of quantization are
introduced:

• The fundamental mapping from the set of precise ΓFP
(Floating Point) to the set of reduced precision ΓQ
(Quantized). Thereof, the latter is typically a subset
of the former ΓQ ⊂ ΓFP. The mapping is commonly
realized as a scaling operation followed by saturation,
cf. Section III-A.

• MSE as commonly used metric to locally evaluate the
quality of quantization, cf. Section III-B.

• Different approaches to define the aforementioned scal-
ing. This includes the scaling factor computation and the
statistical baseline for weight scaling factor computations,
cf. Section III-C.

A. Quantization

In the following, the quantization is realized by applying a
scaling factor to map the numeric values from the precise set
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to the quantized set of numbers. The scaled values are then
rounded and saturated to the specified number representation
of the target set. For quantization of a floating-point value
to a lower precision fix-point value, a target word-length
and a quantization scaling factor are needed. We quantize
floating-point DNNs from Torchvision without retraining using
quantization nodes Q (cf. Fig. 1).

C C

BN BN

ReLU

ReLU

Sum

Q Q Q

residual activations

Qweights Qweights

Fig. 1: Scheme of a single residual block with convolution
C, Batch Norm BN, Rectified Linear Unit ReLU, and quan-
tization node Q. The Quantization of residual activations is
optional, indicated by a blue node.

For quantization, we focus on uniform quantization be-
cause of its common use in literature. Hence, the results are
widely applicable. In the following, FP, Q, and INT abbreviate
floating-point, quantized, and integer, respectively.

xQ = xINT × s (1)

xINT = b(clamp(
xFP

s
, xINT

min , x
INT
max)e (2)

Applying uniform quantization to floating-point values lim-
its the possible range and precision of the so-called quantized
fix point values xQ, which are represented as product of an
integer xINT and the scaling factor s as in Eq. (1). To adjust the
range between the smallest, xINT

min , and the largest, xINT
max, and the

unit of least precision, only two factors are needed: the chosen
word-length b per weight or activation and the corresponding
scaling factor s. As the step size is assumed to be uniform, it is
identical to the unit of least precision. Activations are unsigned
based on the use of ReLU as non-linear activation function,
hence, for activations aINT

min = 0 and aINT
max = 2b−1. Weights are

quantized as signed numbers, so, for weights wINT
min = −2b−1

and wINT
max = 2b−1−1. The round to nearest function is indicated

with b·e, clamp(·) limits all values exceeding its lower and
upper bounds, xINT

min and xINT
max. We apply Eq. (1) with Eq. (2)

for activations and weights replacing x with the respective
variable.

B. Mean Square Error of the Quantization
Many studies utilize the MSE to optimize the hyper-

parameters of the quantization, e.g., [11], [12], [31]. Based on
N full precision values xFP

i and the corresponding quantized
values xQ

i , the MSE is computed according to Eq. (3).

MSE =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

(xFP
i − x

Q
i )2 (3)

C. Quantization Options

Quantization options contain the baseline distribution (i.e.,
layerwise or channelwise distribution) to compute scaling
factors and the scaling factor computation methods for weights
(WSM) and activations (ASM).

1) Baseline Distribution: weight scaling factors could be
either computed based on the layerwise or channelwise weight
distribution. As it is common, activation scaling factors are
always computed based on layerwise activation distribution.

2) Computation of scaling factors: The scaling factor com-
putation LSQ in [10] uses the mean 〈·〉 of the absolute values
| · | of the weights or activations, Eq. (4).

sLSQ =
2〈|x|〉√
xINT

max

(4)

Weights are expected to be Gaussian distributed for LSQ+
[12], with the mean being represented by µ and the standard
deviation being represented by σ, Eq. (5).

sLSQ+ =
max(|µ− 3σ|, |µ+ 3σ|)

|wINT
min |

(5)

The study of extreme value computations in [11] suggests
that the best computation uses the minimum and maximum
activation a per channel and computes the mean over all
channels C, cf. Eq. (6). The computation of the mean over all
DNN dimension but the channel-width, is indicated by iB, iH,
and iW. Here, B, H, and W represent batchsize, feature map
height, and feature map width, respectively.

sBatchQuant =

1
C

C∑
iC

( max
iB,iH,iW

(aiC)− min
iB,iH,iW

(aiC))

aINT
max − aINT

min
(6)

Additionally to the state-of-the-art scaling factor computa-
tion methods, we present two methods, which are so far not
introduced in literature. These methods compute the scaling
factor based on the statistical distribution of weights or activa-
tions with regards to either their absolute maximum ‘AbsMax’
cf. Eq. (7), or absolute percentile ‘AbsP’ cf. Eq. (8). For the
percentile function, perk() the hyperparameter k determines
which upper percentile of the maximum values is chosen, i.e.,
max() equals perk() with k = 100. Possible k-values are
between [0, 100] with k = 99.99 leading to best accuracy
in our study.

sAbsMax =
max(|x|)
xINT

max
(7)

sAbsP =
perk(|x|)
xINT

max
(8)

3) Accuracy analyses: To compare the set of quantization
options across varying word-lengths, we introduce the figure
of merit accdiff that captures the deviation in the accuracy of a
specific quantization concerning the mean of all experiments
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using the word-length, cf. Eq. (9). Here, N represents the total
number of criteria and wl represents the word-length.

accdiff = accwl
c︸ ︷︷ ︸

accuracy for criterion c with wl

− 1

N

criteria∑
c

accwl
c︸ ︷︷ ︸

mean accuracy for wl

(9)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments we apply the ResNet models [13]:
ResNet-18, -34, -50, and -152 on ImageNet [14]. They use
a similar structure but increase in depth. Hence, they allow
a systematic comparison of the orthogonal dimensions: word-
length combinations, scaling factor computation methods for
weights and activations, the baseline distribution, and the
sensitivity analysis of quantization of residual activations. As
it is practiced in state-of-the-art, accuracy refers to validation
accuracy in the following and all images of the validation set
are used for inference. Our analysis focuses on accuracy during
inference without retraining.

1) word-length Combinations: The word-length for all
weights is swept in 5 steps from 4 bit to 8 bit and the word-
length for all activations from 4 bit to 8 bit. The large number
of scaling factor computation methods for weights and activa-
tions is limited to the statistical methods, AbsMax and AbsP.
Furthermore, channelwise or layerwise weight distribution,
and floating-point residual activations (fpRes) or quantized
residual activations (qRes) are applied. This results in 16
different settings per word-length combination and 25 different
word-length combinations per DNN.

2) Sensitivity Analysis: We analyze the specific impact of
quantization in the residual blocks by making it optional as
shown in Fig. 1. So, we either preserve the floating-point
residual activations (fpRes) or quantize them (qRes). Based
on the assumption that for word-length below 6 bit accuracy
is largely degraded, we limit in this analysis the evaluated
range of word-lengths to the range from 6 bit to 8 bit. At the
same time, we apply identical word-lengths to weights and
activations.

3) Quantization Options: For the analysis of the quantiza-
tion options, i.e., the baseline distribution and the computation
of scaling factors, we also use the minimum word-length of
6 bit. Hence, we apply the same word-length for weights and
activations in the range 6 bit to 8 bit. The scaling factors s are
computed based on a sample of 1000 random images of the
ImageNet validation set.

In the course of our experiments, we explore all permuta-
tions of WSM and ASM except for LSQ+ and BatchQuant.
LSQ+ was only applied to weight scaling factors in [12]
and BatchQuant was only applied to activation scaling factors
in [11]. LSQ as well as AbsP and AbsMax are applied to
weight scaling factors as well as activation scaling factors.
To conclude, the application of a specific method to scaling
factors of weights or activations is in accordance with the
related publication suggesting the method.

V. RESULTS

Initially, the quality of MSE is evaluated concerning its
capability to predict overall accuracy. Then we present an
analysis of the impact of word-lengths for weights and ac-
tivations, the sensitivity analysis, and the benchmarking of
quantization options. Finally, we conclude by presenting the
best combinations and comparing the results to the state-of-
the-art.

A. MSE as an indicator for model accuracy

The accuracy of a quantized network is shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of MSE as incurred due to quantization. Here and in
the following, ResNet-50 is used as a representative example
of the ResNet-type network. Results of other ResNet networks
follow the same trends.
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(a)                                                                 (b)

Fig. 2: Accuracy versus MSE for ResNet-50: (a) weight MSE
and (b) activation MSE. Weight and activation word-length is
8 bit. The floating-point baseline accuracy is shown in red.

As was pointed out by other studies, quantization leads in
some cases to higher accuracy than the corresponding floating-
point baseline. Considering the MSE of quantized weights in
the left plot, quantization options that lead to comparable low
MSE values feature a variation of 1 % in accuracy. Using
otherwise unchanged quantization options, activation MSE on
the right is in general two orders of magnitude higher than the
weight MSE. A similar observation as on the left is made, as
similar small MSE correspond to accuracy levels being spread
by around 1 % accuracy. Furthermore, even 10× larger MSE
values correspond to quantization that produces accuracies
within the top group.

To conclude, MSE appears not well correlated to achievable
accuracy when applied across different quantization options.
Hence, using MSE is unsuited as a metric to select an
appropriate quantization scheme.

B. Analysis of word-length impact on accuracy

In Fig. 3 the accuracy loss reaches up to 70 % for 4 bit
weights or activations. Even for 5 bit, the accuracy drop is
significant. It turns out that 5 bit activations show overall
better results than 5 bit weights. This challenges the common
wisdom that activations need more precision than weights
to maintain accuracy. A reason might be the asymmetric
distribution of quantized values considering only unsigned
numbers for activations but signed numbers in the case of
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weights. So, the single-sided distribution of activations has
half the quantization step size providing better resolution for
the same word-length as compared to the case of weights.
Hence, the reduction of weight word-length impacts accuracy
more than the reduction of activation word-length.
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Fig. 3: Impact of weight and activation word-length for
ResNet-50. Each word-length combination covers 16 data
points, due to the combination of scaling factor computation
methods, sensitivity analyses, and weight distribution. The
color indicates the accuracy difference between the floating-
point and quantized ResNet-50.

In the following, we limit the evaluation on the word-lengths
between 6 bit to 8 bit to assure a drop in accuracy of no more
than 10 %, cf. Fig. 4. Here, the absolute difference in accuracy
of a quantized DNN accQ and its respective floating-point
accuracy accFP is visualized by bar height. Even for 6 bit, the
impact of lower weight word-length is visible, especially for
layerwise computation of the weight scaling factors. Comput-
ing weight scaling factors per channel decreases the impact
of precision loss by lower word-length. For activation scaling
factors, AbsMax yields lower accuracies than AbsP. Finally,
the best combination is shown in Fig. 4d that combines fpRes
with channelwise computed weight scaling factors and WSM
as well as ASM employing AbsP. This combination with 8 bit
weights and 7 bit activations achieves an accuracy of 76.06 %,
i.e., 0.06 % better than the respective floating-point baseline.

C. Analysis of quantization options

The impact on the accuracy of different quantization options
is visualized in histograms. The combination of word-length
choices, sensitivity analysis, and quantization options creates a

convoluted design space. In the following, one of those aspects
is considered at a time.

TABLE II: Best quantization options for ImageNet with weight
and activation word-length (wlw and wla)

ResNet- wlw/wla residual baseline WSM ASM accuracy
(bit) activations distribution Top-1 (%)

18

FP/FP - - - - 69.69
8/8 qRes channel AbsP AbsMax 69.62
7/7 fpRes channel AbsMax AbsP 69.50
6/6 qRes channel AbsP AbsP 68.48
5/5 fpRes channel AbsMax BatchQuant 63.21

34

FP/FP - - - - 73.27
8/8 qRes channel AbsP AbsP 73.24
7/7 fpRes channel AbsMax AbsP 73.02
6/6 fpRes channel AbsP AbsP 72.52
5/5 fpRes channel AbsP BatchQuant 69.61

50

FP/FP - - - - 76.00
8/8 fpRes channel AbsMax AbsP 76.04
7/7 fpRes channel AbsMax AbsP 75.84
6/6 fpRes channel AbsP AbsP 75.15
5/5 fpRes channel AbsP BatchQuant 71.12

152

FP/FP - - - - 78.26
8/8 fpRes channel AbsP AbsMax 78.28
7/7 fpRes channel AbsMax AbsP 78.08
6/6 fpRes channel AbsP AbsP 77.39
5/5 fpRes channel AbsP AbsP 74.02

All three histograms in Fig. 5 are based on the same
experimental data set. Each depicts the data according to the
criterion c mentioned in each subplot. The impact of word-
length is neutralized by showing only the deviation for each
data point against the mean accuracy for the used word-length,
cf. Eq. (9).

For WSM in Fig. 5a, AbsMax and AbsP achieve higher
accuracies than LSQ and LSQ+. The state-of-the-art compu-
tation of scaling factor methods LSQ, LSQ+, and BatchQuant
benefit from the retraining of quantized DNNs. Since in
our experiment no training is applied, the purely statistical
methods, AbsP, and AbsMax, to compute of scaling factor
outperform the state-of-the-art methods. For ASM, Fig. 5b
shows that LSQ performs worse than BatchQuant, AbsP, and
AbsMax. AbsP and AbsMax offer less computational effort
than BatchQuant while providing similar performance. As a
result, AbsP and AbsMax are the preferable ways to compute
scaling factors for weights and activations. Both are used for
WSM and ASM in the analysis for word-length impact, cf.
Section V-B.

Fig. 5c visualizes the results of the sensitivity analyses and
the impact of weight distribution on the accuracy. It is worth
noting that if the channelwise weight distribution is applied,
layerwise weight distribution cannot be applied. The same
goes for the sensitivity analysis of residual activations against
quantization, i.e., fpRes and qRes. Comparing fpRes and qRes,
no significant difference in accuracy is visible. The statistical
baseline options do provide a significant difference between
channelwise and layerwise. Channelwise is by far superior
to layerwise. This is caused by its finer adjustment to the
distribution of weights.
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Fig. 4: A zoom into the data presented in Fig. 3 for ResNet-50 with 6 bit to 8 bit. Scaling factor computation methods (a) and
sensitivity analysis and baseline distributions (b) are indicated by color, accuracy is indicated by bar height (c). In (d) the
best performing combination, with floating-point residual activations (fpRes), channelwise as baseline distribution, and scaling
factor computations methods WSM equal to AbsP and ASM equal to AbsP, is shown. Here, accuracy is indicated by the same
color scheme as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5: Histogram for ResNet-50, all weights and activations are represented by similar word-length in the range of 6 bit to 8 bit.
Each combination of quantization options for a certain word-length is a sample. The bins contain samples with the according
criteria stated in the subplot. The difference of the accuracy ‘accdiff’ for an analyzed criteria compared to its mean word-length
accuracy is computed by Eq. (9).

D. Settings of Best Performing DNNs

Our detailed analysis of the impact of quantization options
results in an overview of differently sized ResNets with
different word-length combinations. We record in Table II the
best accuracy for equal word-length for weights wlw and
activations wla and the respective quantization options. The
respective 32 bit floating-point baseline is indicated as FP.

For deeper DNNs, floating-point residual activations (fpRes)
are superior compared to quantized residual activations (qRes)
throughout different word-length combinations. A reason
could be that they preserve information from preceding layers,
which would be otherwise lost. The deeper a network gets the
more relevant this effect becomes.

Computing weight scaling factors per channel is superior
to per layer, since the adjustment of scaling factors is more
adaptive to the distribution of weights.

In shallow to medium deep DNNs with low word-lengths,
5 bit or less, BatchQuant achieves best results as ASM. It
offers a trade-off between increased computational effort while
maintaining accuracy for a lower memory footprint. However,
for the most part, AbsMax and AbsP are the best computation
methods of scaling factors for ASM and WSM. They achieve
the highest accuracies and require less computational effort
than BatchQuant. As a result, AbsP and AbsMax are the
preferable computation of scaling factor methods.

Finally, with our suggested methods, floating-point accuracy
could be surpassed, as indicated in bold. Hence, a quantized
DNN without additional training achieves higher accuracy
than its full precision counterpart. So, quantization noise can
improve accuracy.
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E. State-of-the-art comparison

Fig. 6 shows the optimal trade-off between cost and ac-
curacy, i.e., the Pareto front. Cost refers here either to the
memory footprint MF, cf. Fig. 6a or the energy needed for
the majority of computations in a DNN, which are MAC, cf.
Fig. 6b. For MAC energy, we assume a deployment on an edge
device with MAC computation units in 22 nm with energy val-
ues reported in [32]. The floating-point baseline ResNets and
their respective costs and accuracies are depicted in Table III.
The comparison between the floating-point baseline and the
quantized DNNs results in more than 4× memory footprint
and 27× energy reduction while maintaining floating-point
accuracy. Finally, the Pareto front in Fig. 6 contains almost
no medium deep DNNs but rather deeper DNNs with lower
word-length, cf. compare ResNet-34 to ResNet-50.

TABLE III: Memory footprint and energy for ResNet 32 bit
floating-point baseline

ResNet-18 ResNet-34 ResNet-50 ResNet-152
Accuracy (%) 69.69 73.27 76.00 78.26

MF (MB/frame) 45.29 85.73 94.68 233.23
EnergyMAC (mJ/frame) 139.68 279.36 294.88 876.88

The state-of-the-art comparison for works considering PTQ
is shown in Table IV. Here, the weight word-length wlw and
activation word-length wla are given in bit and the respective
32 bit floating-point baseline is indicated as FP. All layers
apply the same word-length.

Our work outperforms state-of-the-art in preserving floating-
point accuracy for quantized networks, cf. [29] for ResNet-50
and ResNet-152 in Table IV. Even though the floating-point
baseline of [25] is even 0.01% higher than ours, we excel
with our quantized ResNet-18 for 6 bit [25] by 2.18%. For
ResNet-50, we achieve 0.36 % higher accuracy than [26] by
similar word-length. Our method surpass state-of-the-art, [29]
by 1.58% for ResNet-152. Finally, our work achieves between
0.02 % to 0.04 % higher accuracy for the quantized ResNet-
152 and ResNet-50 compared to the respective floating-point
baseline.

TABLE IV: State-of-the-art comparison for PTQ methods for
ImageNet Top-1 accuracy

ResNet-18 ResNet-50 ResNet-152
wlw FP 8 bit 6 bit FP 8 bit FP 8 bit
wla FP 8 bit 6 bit FP 8 bit FP 8 bit

Ours 69.69% 69.62 68.48% 76.00% 76.04% 78.26% 78.28%
[25] 69.7% 69.7% 66.3% - - - -
[26] - - - - 75.68% - -
[29] - - - 75.2% 75.1% 76.8% 76.7%

VI. CONCLUSION

To fulfill application-specific latency and data security
requirements, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) need to be
executed close to the data they are classifying, hence, on edge
devices. Since edge devices offer only a limited memory, the
required memory of DNNs has to be reduced. A common
approach for its reduction is limiting the word-length by quan-
tization, which risks decreasing accuracy. We investigated the
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Fig. 6: The state-of-the-art (SotA) comparison in PTQ for
accuracyQ versus (a) memory footprint (MF) and (b) MAC
energy. The Pareto front (black dotted line) highlights the
optimal solutions.

impact of word-length of weights and activations on accuracy.
To maintain accuracy, we investigated different quantization
options covering varying methods to compute the scaling
factor. Quantization is applied post-training to derive various
quantized networks on-the-fly from floating-point baseline
parameters without the need for computational intensive re-
training. Our investigation indicates the need for higher weight
word-lengths compared to activation word-lengths. Our work
highlights the superiority of the scaling factor computation
methods AbsMax and AbsP over the state-of-the-art. With the
right combination of quantization options, we achieve higher
accuracies with quantized DNNs than with their floating-point
counterparts, e.g. for 8 bit ResNet-50 and ResNet-152. Finally,
we demonstrate that MSE is an inadequate metric to quantify
the quality of quantization methods.
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